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Abstract. To solve the congestion problem, network nodes at near the
zombies need to ﬁlter the attack traﬃc. But the amounts of attack packets are small at upstream node and it is hard to detect an occurrence of an
attack. In this case, the network node near the protected site should perform attack detection. Our proposed system uses active network technology and allowing detecting attack at active router near protected server.
This detecting process uses dynamic, adaptive detecting algorithm. Elementary classiﬁcation will reduce network congestion and adaptive classiﬁcation will reduce error detecting rate. Signatures which are created
by these two classiﬁcations are transferred to other active routers. And
then they perform ﬁltering process based on signatures.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, Internet becomes storehouse of information that can distribute information fast and easily. But, internet is a collection of networks that can not
be trusted. So it is hard to control information. Therefore, network security became serious problem that protects internal resource against internet. Recently,
a number of major commercial webs were attacked, rendering useless for a period of time by DDoS attacks. And also, in January 2003 internet was paralyzed
because of the traﬃc increase caused by SQL slammer. Since then, DDoS attacks have become one of most annoying security problems for companies using
internet. Currently, various security tools to defend against DDoS attack exist.
Among these, we can use NIDS to detect ﬂooding attacks. They have been developed to detect abnormal traﬃc and to notify system administrators or ﬁrewall
systems of attacks. In most NIDS, the notiﬁcation includes the time of detection, targets under attack and the attack signatures. But in this system certain
problems exist without proper countermeasure. Because, it takes time to analyze
network problem, even if administrator receive alert message. To defend against
ﬂooding attacks, packet ﬁltering at gateway routers between user’s networks and
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ISP’s networks can prevent attack packets from ﬂowing into site. However, these
solutions have three drawbacks.
1. The access link between backbone network and the gateway router may be
congested.
2. The bandwidth of the backbone network may be consumed.
3. Packets from legitimate users may be discarded mistakenly.
To solve these problems, detecting position has to be determined as protected
site. And eﬀective algorithm is needed, and also, created signatures are transferred to upstream node, ﬁltering process has to be performed based on these
signatures. To satisfy these conditions, active network technology that gives programmability to node is needed. The rest of this paper is organized as following.
We will talk about related works in section 2. And we will propose DDoS attack defense architecture using active network technology in section 3. Testing
results of detecting algorithm are presented in section 4. Finally, we give some
concluding remarks.

2
2.1

Related Work
Defense Methods of DDoS Attack

There are three line of research about DDoS attack defense; attack prevention
and preemption, attack detection and ﬁltering, and attack source traceback and
identiﬁcation. The ﬁrst line of defense is obviously to prevent DDoS attacks.
With this method, hosts may be securely protected from master and agent.
There are indeed known signatures and scanning procedures to detect them.[1]
Attack source traceback and identiﬁcation is to identify the actual source of
packet sent across network without replying on the source information in the
packet.[2][3] The third approach is attack detection and ﬁltering. DDoS attack
detection is responsible for identifying DDoS attacks, and ﬁltering is responsible
for classifying those packets and then dropping them.[4][5] The performance of
research depends on FPR(False positive ratio) and FNR(False negative ratio).
FPR is given by the number of packets classiﬁed as attack packets that are
conﬁrmed to be normal. FNR is the opposite case. The eﬀectiveness of packet
ﬁltering, on the other hand, refers to the level of normal service that can be
maintained by the victim during a DDoS attack by ﬁltering. The detection process use the victim’s identities, such as IP address and port number, as the
signature of the attack packets. As a result, packet ﬁltering usually drops attack
packets as well as normal packets because both match the signatures. Eﬀectiveness about this problem can be measured by NPSR(Normal Packet Survival
Ratio), which gives the percentage of normal packets that can be transferred to
the victim. Among these methods[6], attack prevention and preemption have to
recognize how DDoS attack is performed and detect feature of attack by predeﬁned signatures. So if attack tools are developed, new signatures that detect
the pattern of attack is deﬁned. Current IP traceback solutions are not always
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able to trace packets’ origins. Moreover, if the attack sources can be successfully
traced, stopping them from sending attack packets is another very diﬃcult task.
Among attack detection and ﬁltering, UIPF and RPF can achieve zero FPR
and zero FNR if all attack packets use spoofed addresses. But its deployment
diﬃculty is obviously the highest among them. And packet ﬁltering in LAD is
very ineﬀective in the midst of a suﬃciently large-scale attack. However, this approach is most deployable. Finally, DAD’s eﬀectiveness in detecting attacks and
ﬁltering attack packets depends on the performance of the distributed detection
algorithms. But it poses a higher computation requirement.
2.2

Statistical Detecting Algorithm

DDoS attacks are diﬃcult to distinguish from legitimate traﬃc, and packet rates
from individual ﬂood sources are low enough to escape notice by local administrator. It is eﬃcient that use statistical approach to detect this. Entropy computation or Chi-Squire test is used as statistical detecting algorithm.[7] Entropy
computation provides a mechanism for detecting changes in the randomness. It
detects the change of entropy average as follows
H=−

n


pilogpi

i=1

In the above equation, pi is probability of choice of n independent symbols.
Pearson’s chi-square test is used for distribution comparison in cases where the
measurements involved are discrete values. It can compute degree of distribution
about expected value and detect anomaly attribute of traﬃc. The shows formula
of chi-square test is follows.

x2 =

B

(N i − ni)2
i=1

ni

In the above equation as follows, B is the number of available binning value that
is the expected number of packets in a sample having each possible value. And
Ni is the number of packets whose value falls in the ith bin and ni is the expected
number of packets in the ith bin under the typical distribution.

3

Proposed Defending Architecture

In this section, we are going to talk about proposed DDoS defense system. Proposed system detects attack at AR near protected site using active network
technology and transmits signature that created at detecting process to other
AR and performs ﬁltering process based on these signatures. And we will propose
dynamic and adaptive detecting algorithm that can detect attack with accuracy.
Finally, we will propose architecture of AR that includes these modules (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Overview of Active Network Security System
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Fig. 2. Process of Signature Creation

3.1

Detecting Algorithm

Figure 2 shows the process of signature creation. There are two classiﬁcation processes; Elementary classiﬁcation and adaptive classiﬁcation. Elementary Classiﬁcation monitor packet that pass ARs. And it computes entropy of packet attributes and updates average of entropy value. If current entropy value exceeds
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some average degree (threshold value), it creates suspicious signature using single entropy computation with low accuracy. In another word, this classiﬁcation
is achieved widely about attack packet (low threshold value). This process will
reduce network congestion. Next, Adaptive Classiﬁcation is performed to reduce
ratio of normal packets that detect false. It analyzes packet attribute that belongs to suspicious signature during some period using multiple chi-square test
with high accuracy and create malicious signature. Its threshold value is set high
to analyze with high accuracy.
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Update average
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ma and update average
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of Signature Creation

Table 1. Example of Suspicious Signature
Entropy Average Current Entropy Value Suspicious Signature
7(threshold 8)
8.7
Src=201.170.123.6

Figure 3 is the ﬂowchart of signature creation. First each AR collects packet
attributes (sa, ma) in monitoring tool for signature creation. It calculates entropy of packet attributes sa and compares the result with average value. If
diﬀerence of average value exceeds threshold, AR creates suspicious signature as
sa. Otherwise, AR updates entropy the average value of entropy. If the number of
suspicious packets is larger than certain value, it should be malicious packet. So
these packets are adaptive classiﬁed. In Adaptive Classiﬁcation, the attributes
(ma) of packet that belong to suspicious signature are performed chi-square
test. If this value exceed threshold, it creates malicious signature by adding sa
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to ma. Otherwise, AR also updates average. Table 1 shows example of creating of suspicious signature in elementary classiﬁcation when it analyzes about
source address. If entropy average is 7 and threshold is 8 and current entropy is
8.7, then detecting module creates signature based on source address. Table 2 is
an example of malicious signature creation. If suspicious signature is the same
as that of table 1 and the diﬀerence between current chi-square value of packet
length and average exceed threshold, Elementary Classiﬁcation create malicious
signature by adding sa(source address : 201.170.123.6) with ma(packet length :
1-64byte).
Table 2. Example of Malicious Signature
Chi-Square Average Current Chi-Square Value
Malicious Signature
1200(threshold 1300)
2000
Scr=201.170.123.6 leng=1-64byte
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Fig. 4. Architecture of Active Router

3.2

System Architecture

For easy updating, detecting algorithm executes in AR as components. Figure
4 is the proposed architecture of active router. In ﬁgure 4, component manager
receives instruction of management server and perform component management
as threshold value setting, transmitting control message and signatures and computing average value. Each detecting components perform entropy computation
and chi-square test. We used Janos and ANTS2.0 as an EE (Execution Environment), and Linux kernel as an NodeOS.
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Figure 5 shows the traﬃc control module. If attack is detected, component
manager send red message to traﬃc control module, and then it deposits packets
passed to module. Next component manager sends green message after creating each class of receiving signatures in component module. If traﬃc module
receives this message, each class gets packets to queue that belong to signature.
According to available packets that deposited in queue are passed in the following order that (1) normal (2) suspicious (3) malicious. Suspicious classiﬁcation
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deposit attributes of packets in repository and count number of them belonging
to suspicious signature. If the number of packets exceeds threshold, control module transits packet attributions to component manager and these are analyzed
in the component that performs adaptive classiﬁcation.

4

Detecting Algorithm Test

We use TFN2K as attack tool and collect packet attribution using monitoring tool that based on libcap in test environment shown in Figure 6. This
monitoring tool is designed so that can deposit source/destination address,
source/destination port number and packet length to repository. And we analyze this data using detecting algorithm.
Figure 7 is the result that compute entropy of source address correspond
to elementary classiﬁcation. X axis is entropy value and Y axis is number of
packets (500 packets per 1). If sampling size of the packet is bigger, accuracy is
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higher but computation spends more time. If sampling size is smaller, accuracy
is lower but computation performs faster. In this case, we compute entropy per
500 packets. In ﬁgure 7, we detect 10,000 packets that use TFN2K. (part of
61-81) It will detect DDoS attack when we set threshold as 8.5. But normal
packet is detected as attack packet by elementary classiﬁcation. The subsequent
illustrate the result of adaptive classiﬁcation that reduces the ratio of normal
packets. Figure 8 is the result of analyzing packet length belonging to suspicious
signature. We decrease sampling size of packet to reduce FPR. In this result,
we detect 3 points that exceed 1000. It should be normal packets that falsely
detected. Because we perform chi-square test about attributes of packet that
classify DDoS attack packet, if the chi-square value is high, it will be normal
packet.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed problems of previous research about defense of DDoS
attack and proposed the architecture to solve those problems. In our algorithm,
elementary classiﬁcation solves network congestion problem and adaptive classiﬁcation reduces error detection ratio. Test results using TFN2K show the proposed
architecture can detect DDoS attacks. Especially, we conﬁrmed that elementary
classiﬁcation mechanism can detect the source addresses for DDoS attacks. Also,
adaptive classiﬁcation mechanism can correct normal packets that detected as
malicious packets. However, according to network states and use of attack tools,
the useful attributes of packets can be diﬀerentiated. So, the proposed architectures need to be tested in various environments. If the created signature is
disclosed to attackers, it could be abused. Therefore, we need to have a mechanism to conﬁdentially keep it. For the purpose of interacting among the active
routers, management server needs to consider its detailed enhancement.
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